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Matrices of Idempotents



Leb W be an non type-I madrix.

Define

Yij : = Wi
,
(ii)-

Clearly Yii = I and ij i . If W is flat ,

then

Y Wil,Wi is Hermitian
.
You might also confirm

that YijYi



Let Mr denets the xn (block) matrix

with entry Yij . We call it the matrix

of idempotents of W . As Y, Yi
we have dy-M.

Also

Yi
.j - Wi= Y
If denotes the partial transpose ofMy, when

g( = !!



Ww() = nl

AB =Esee
=EWee,W -n

Bual basis If Puncher
,
weeters ypsym in V

Tform a dual basis of : - S
.j .

So seems are

linearly independent ifa only if there is a dual

basis for it. Thus the rows of a form a dual

basis to therews of W (y .

= -y (n,
= - )(m) = Im



Assume dim()>n and yousem is a dual basis

= dim(VS
to casiy .

Set Y> (in)
,
X = Mison]

Then
M

1 = yx = XY = Ea

Further

sin!. i
Thus sayis is a set of pairwise orthogonal

idempotents summing to I.



If May > M then Mai
; & YM - My

Sa

tr/Ma
; y;) < tr(in) > 3 A =M

(:5 M) = sil = M

Lemma If y,l1 and M commutes with my. then

x is a right eigenvector for in&y is a left eigenvector. 8



Assume Mosi = i .

Then if Many, commute for all is

M =MI = Miy - Eaip
i I

This gives an analog ,
for diagonalizable matrices,

te spectral decomposition for Hermitian matrises



Theorem Ifo is the matrix of idempotents

08 an nxn typeI matrix, each row a column

of b sums to In . AW is flat
,
then &W is flat

and is a quantum permutation



Let S : COC" be defined by 5(b) = ben

Then S is a permutation and 9-i

Lemma If W is type ,
then S&S =YwT

Proof We have

~= wewe winsin

and

nislus Riewees~uslij PresGuides

from which the result follows. #



If M & N are matrices of the same order then (M,N)

denotes their Lie bracket
, given by (M

. N) := MN-NM .
I is bilinear

and skew symmetric .
(We are only using the Lif

bracket to simplify notation; we will not work with

Lie algebras as such
MN = M TM

,NO



Theorem 18 M is the matrix of idempotents of the

type mabrix W,
then

NW = &M :M,FO,

Nuc - [N: I, y) = 03,



Til
Proof We have 10M,] = 0 if and only if

CM , Y] 8 for allij . Since M commutes with the

rank" matrix unt if and only if u is a right

eigenvestor of M, it follows that <M.
Y:0 for all is if

and only if M&N.

For the second claim

S(NOINS - CONWT ↳



Scrollary If W is typeI , then W is is a

commutative coherent algebra Chence homogeneous).
and Wis flat

1s -Yw5 , then O is a quantum automorphism

of each graph in NW. ↓



We havethe following :

Theorem If Wid an nxn typemabrix and MENw ,
then

W(M) e Nas.

If M
,
NE NW,

then

W (MONS - in OW(M) OW(N). ↳

Owin > us :N NW



Examples LebV = Un be the Vandermonde matrix.

Then U is type and Vij is a column of V.

1 The columns of Var closed under Schur-inverse

& Schur multiplication 18 P is the permutation matrix

for the nicycle, then PEN : in NW is the Algebra

of polynomials in P,
i

.
e., the algebra of circulant

matrices,



Further
,
all entries of& commute

,
so this

automorphism is classical.

For a second example , suppose H is a uxn

Hadamard matrix. We claim that if W
,
&N

,
are

type-I, then

~
W.

Nw, NW, (exercises

and so dim (10) 2"



Lemma If W is a flat typeI matrix and the set of

columns of Wis closed under Schur multiplication ,

then all enories of by commute.

Proof We have j Wi W and ,
forfixed i, the

restors Wil; are orthogonal. E

So it W is a Kronecker product of Vandermonde

matrices
,
the entries ofw commute.



All known Hadarnard matrices with dim (g) >2

are products. We say a Nomura algebra istrivial if

its dimension is two
. We do have the following :

Lemma If H i an nxn Hadamard matrix and

dim (Np)>2,
then 8/. F

For all known Hadamard matrices
,
the entries of the

matrix of idempotents commute.



We have a limited supply of typeI matrices

that are not flat and have non-trivial Nomara algebra.

There is one family based on Hadamard graphs.

Recall that is A is non Hadarnard,
the Hadamardgraph

has adjacency matrix of the form 17. The four
matrice,

S(E) . (5) A),



are the canonical basis of a commutating coherent

algebra
,

and Nomura proved that this algebra

contains a type matri W such thatWe

SHence dim (NW) >3).



There is one moreexample. The Higman Sims

graph is a strongly regular graph ,
first found by

Mesner. Its parameters are 1100
, 22;8,

6 . 18 A

is the adjacency matrix of this graph, Jaeger showed

that there are scalars G
. 8, 2 such that

W= al+A ++ (5-1

is typeI and WENN



The Higman - Sims graph is interesting because

it is triangle free and its automorphism group contains

the igman-Sims group, a sporadic simple group.

as a subgroup of index two

To get more examples in this way ,
we need

more triangle-free strongly regular graphs (not bipartite).

But the Higman-Jims graph is the largest known.



We have many examples of typeI mabrites

arising from combinatorial structures but generally

dim (Nw) =2.



&*-algebras



The official definition of quantum automorphisms
involves 2*-algebras .

We discuss this briefly
The example is the algebra of bounded

linear maps on a Hilbert space ,

e.g., Malon C).

The key parts of a algebra are a Banach algebra

and an involution (think anjugate transpose).



An involution on a algebra Joven D) is a map

o o such that

(M(a *

)
*

= 9

(b) (ab)
*

= b+ q+

(c)(a+ (b) = 24+ 5 bx

A Banach algebra is a normed algebra .

with 11abh Dall 116I.



A C-algebra is a Banach algebra with an involution

such that Natall-hall' for alla.
.

A compact quantum

group is a C-algebra & with unit and a homomorphism

Did-08 such that

(a)(1) A = LEA)A

(b) A (b) (188) - AL (801)C
product



A projection in a S-algebra is an element a

such that a = a = a*. A quantum permutation

is an non matrix of projections form a * algebra

such that each ro & column sums to the identify.


